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ABSTRACT 

Differential charge exchange cross sections are pre- 

4 ++ 
sented for He incident on an H(ls) atom for projectile 

energies of 3, 8, and 20 keV. A molecular state basis 

and straight line impact parameter formalism are used in 

the semiclassical eikonal approximation. Calculations 

were made with a ten state basis modified by Bates and 

McCarroll plane-wave translational factors and with an 

unmodified four state basis. Only cross sections corres¬ 

ponding to electron transfer into He+ (n = 2) states are 

included. Large and small angle oscillations are examined 

in terms of a diffractive scattering process. These re¬ 

sults are consistent with other theoretical calculations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the simplest asymmetric, ion-atom charge 

exchange processes is 

He-4++ H —->ffe++Hr. 
In the intermediate energy region, the collision may be 

treated seraiclassically (the nuclei moving classically and 

the electron quantally) and the Born-Oppenheimer approxi¬ 

mation may be used to partially separate electronic and 

nuclear motion. When the velocity of the incident ion is 

less than the electron's orbital velocity, molecular states 

are appropriate for an electronic wave function expansion. 

The nonzero relative velocity of the nuclei keeps the Born- 

Oppenheimer separation from being exact and the process 

from being adiabatic so that more than one molecular state 

is populated during the collision. Solution of the time- 

dependent Schrodinger equation requires accurate knowledge 

of these molecular eigenfunctions and their derivatives 

for many closely spaced internuclear separations R; the 

simplicity of the one electron HeH++ molecule makes it 

particularly amenable to such careful calculations. Were 

it possible to include an infinite number of molecular and 

continuum states in calculations, any basis would be com¬ 

plete and no particular choice of basis functions better 

than another. As it is, calculated cross sections are 

1 
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dependent on the (necessarily finite) basis chosen. 

Bates and McCarroll^ were the first to point out that 

an adiabatic basis is inherently inadequate for rearrange¬ 

ment collisions. Using an adiabatic, basis, the electronic 

wave function is, £ 

£ & 
-A EMdt 

-ip I 
(1) 

where c^ (R) are the expansion coefficients and (R) are 

the eigenenergies of the stationary molecular eigenfunctions 

Xj(r;R). This wave function fails to solve the time- 

dependent Schrodinger equation in the limit of infinite R 

because it fails to allow for the transfer of electronic 

translational momentum; also, many of the basis eigenfunc¬ 

tions remain coupled at large R. Bates and McCarroll's 

solution to these problems was to introduce plane-wave 

translation factors (TFs) so that. 

¥jr;t)-ZciuQXf;R)i 
TO J 

•r 
(2) 

where v is the incident velocity and the + refers to 

whether the electron belongs to the target or projectile 

at large R. Since this solution was proposed, variations 

2-12 have been suggested which match it at large R but be¬ 

come "adiabatic” at closer separations where some believe 

the Bates factors are inappropriate. Total scattering 

cross sections are calculated for all these different bases 
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for many different collision systems and Figure 1 shows some 

calculated and experimental cross sections for (He++,H). 

The different theoretical approaches all compare favorably 

with each other and with experiment so that one approach 

cannot be chosen over another on the basis of better agree¬ 

ment with experiment. 

There is additional information about the interaction 

that is concealed in total cross sections but displayed in 

differential cross sections. In the semiclassical impact 

parameter approximation, the ion follows a trajectory to 

which a classical impact parameter can be assigned. As will 

be seen in the pertinent equations, differential cross sec¬ 

tions are extremely sensitive to the exact values given to 

the electronic and potential energies at each moment of the 

scattering process. These energies are incorporated differ¬ 

ently into the various bases and approximations so that com¬ 

parison of measured and calculated differential cross sec¬ 

tions is a more stringent test of theoretical approach than 

comparison among total cross sections. 

For collisions of alpha particles with hydrogen atoms 

far less effort has been directed toward determining differ¬ 

ential than total charge exchange cross sections. Measure¬ 

ments and calculations have been made of related systems 

(e.g., (H+,H)) for projectile energies ranging from 

hundreds of thousands down to tens of electron volts, but 

13 20 there are few theoretical ' and no experimental 
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intermediate energy differential cross sections for (He++,H) . 

A summary of the theory and numerical considerations 

needed to calculate these differential charge exchange cross 

sections is given in Section II. The differential cross 

sections, which were calculated for different projectile 

energies and electronic bases (those of Eqs. (1) and (2)), 

are presented and discussed in Section III. 



II. THEORY 

The differential scattering cross section c(0) gathers 

contributions from the initial and all possible final states: 

V represents the interaction responsible for the transition 

(exchange), and the initial and final wave functions can, in 

the present case, be written as products of nuclear and 

electronic wave functions. 

The nuclear wave function solves the time-dependent 

Schrodinger equation with the kinetic energy of the oncoming 

ion serving as the perturbation Hamiltonian. The electronic 

energy functions as a potential and, together with the 

internuclear repulsion, is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. If 

the wave function is expressed as an unperturbed eigenfunc- 
iS (R,t)A 

tion cpn (R) modified by an exponential e factor and 

the perturbations to the eigenfunctions are much smaller than 

the eigenfunctions themselves, substitution into the Schro¬ 

dinger equation shows Sn(R,t) to be the solution of the 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation familiar from classical mechanics 

and geometrical optics, in the limit lx -* 0. The nuclear 

motion is treated classically so cpn(R) can be identified as 

21 the eikonal amplitude (and set to unity ) and Sn(R,t) can 

be identified as the eikonal. 

6 
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5^e1-c)-{rM-d£
> , rChjve-tu' . 

The integral is over a path with one end tied to the known 

boundary condition. In this keV energy range, E = \ ntv » U 

and if v is taken to be along the z axis, the eikonal may be 

rewritten as. 

; <5> 

so that the scattering is an accumulation of phase by the 

nucleus as it travels through the interaction region. 

The electronic eigenfunction described by Eqs. (1) and 

(2) is an eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltonian, 

h. (6) 

with a denoting the electron's nucleus and p the other 

• • 

nucleus. If this is put into the time-dependent Schro¬ 

dinger equation and left multiplied by its conjugate, a set 

of coupled differential equations for the expansion coeffi¬ 

cients (probability amplitudes) c.(t) results: 

P = 1 when translation factors are included, 0 when not. 

This is to be solved subject to the initial condition 
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Cj (-») = ô^. Now it is not hard to see that transitions 

come from the coupling of initial and final states by the 

nuclear motion. Looking at the appropriate coordinates in 

Figure 2, the coupling is seen to be radial and rotational 

with respect to the internuclear axis. One can rewrite 

-â. 
dt = dt 36- dt 3R. , (8) 

* 2 * 
and a little geometry shows Q = -pv/R and R = zv/R. For 

A. 

small 0, d/d0 = - il^., where y is out of the scattering 

plane. (This 0 is not to be confused with the scattering 

angle 0.) Knowledge of the molecular energies E^(R) and 

the coupling matrix elements allows the differential equa¬ 

tions (7) to be solved for the cj(t). 

Returning to the expression for the scattering ampli¬ 

tude f-• and inserting the explicit wave functions into 

where the matrix elements represent the nonadiabatic inter¬ 

action. Adopting the cylindrical coordinates of Figure 3 to 

describe the incident particle B and using Eq. (5) for the 

eikonal, 
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(10) 

where the momentum transferred fj = (1cj —Tcis perpendicular 

to (icj+k^) and use was made of the generating relation, 
3 2.T . 
.HTI . J- 
<• urj^6 & 3 (ID 

M = is the net angular momentum projected onto z and 

Eq. (10) is easily generalized for M ^ 0. 

The phase in the z integral can be rewritten, after the 

. 21 notation of Chen, Joachin, and Watson to isolate the local 

phase difference: 

(12) 

The scattering amplitude then becomes. 

(13) 
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Now if the e^^
z'P^ is absorbed into the interaction V, com¬ 

parison with Eq. (7) shows the time integral to be Cj(z^). 

Thus - CD Thus 

(14) 

The final quantities needed to calculate the differen¬ 

tial cross section are the potential energies U of thé system. 

These are, as mentioned before in connection with Y „• the 
11 Civ*# 

sums of the electronic energy and the internuclear Coulomb 

repulsion. They appear in the phase % $(p) within an inte¬ 

gral from z = -»toz= + ca. The range of integration 

encompasses three distinct regions: the interaction region 

within which the electron and nuclei constitute a molecule, 

and before and after regions in which the three are best 

described as atom and ion or as two ions. Therefore, the z 

axis is broken at two relatively arbitrary points z^, z^ 

which define the interaction region. 

Outside this region, the energy of the system is the 

Stark energy of an atom or ion in the field of the other 

nucleus; the electron's energy is, to lowest order, the 

Coulomb attraction to the other nucleus and the asymptotic 

energy of the atom or ion of which it is part. In atomic 

units, the energies of H(ls) and He (n = 2), -Z /2n , are 

both - %. This factor runs through at all impact parameters 

as a constant offset; it was subtracted out. So, in the 

outer regions. 
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[J =• ïA _ ïo< (is) 
1C R - 

where a represents the other nucleus. 

++ 
Between z^ and the particles are treated as a HeH 

molecule. The electronic energies of the molecule are the 

eigenenergies of the (fixed R) molecular eigenfunctions 

Xj(?;R) and the eigenenergies of interest are those of the 

molecular states among which the electron divides its time. 

The - % asymptotic offset must be subtracted here too and 

the internuclear repulsion added so that, in the interaction 

region. 

(16) 

where a is now the electron's nucleus in the separated-atom 

limit. 

More explicitly, the phase is. 

tf 1 

(17) 
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The last integral was numerically evaluated by Winter and 

Lane and by Winter and Hatton ; the former did not include 

translation factors, the latter included plane-wave TEs. The 

other integrals are readily done analytically. Dropping 

terms independent of p (which contribute nothing to a(0))# 

the phase is written wholly in terms of known quantities as, 

-ty. (&J[ JeR + fef -ïj ^4 -2$) hç 

(18) 

Numerical integration of Eq. (14) then gives f^£ and a(0) 

for a chosen energy, scattering angle, and electronic basis. 

. . ++ Molecular energies as functions of R for HeH are 

shown in Figure 4. At large R, the 2pff HeH++ molecular 

state correlates to He + H(ls); it is the initial state. 

The most important final contributors to the total charge 

exchange cross section are the 2pn and 3da states which, 

together with 2s<j# correlate to He+(n = 2) + H+. These four 

are the non-TF basis? the TF basis includes also Isa and the 

five n = 3 states correlating to He+(n = 3) + H+ (in all, 

the ten lowest molecular states). Differential cross sec¬ 

tions are reported only for 2sa, 2pn, 3da, and their sum, 

the total a(0) for He+(n = 2) + H+. Other states, in par¬ 

ticular 3dn, may be important in shaping the differential 

22 
cross section due to coupling to 3da and 2pn. 
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The integrand in Eq. (14) is the product of oscillatory 

functions and Bessel functions of the first kind. The nature 

of the oscillations makes the integral sensitive to the exact 

values of the amplitudes and phases,- defined in Eqs. (14) and 

(16), at very small p; extrapolation to p = 0 had to be care¬ 

fully done. The phases for all the states are symmetric about 

p = 0, as are the amplitudes for 2SQ and 3da which couple 

radially to 2pa; the 2pn amplitude is antisymmetric because 

the rotational coupling matrix element in (7) is proportional 

to p. These symmetries aided extrapolation. 

The integral is also affected by the final z at which 

the amplitudes and phases are calculated. From an initial 

z. = -50 a . the integration was extended out to z_ = 70 a , x o 3 f o 

taking care to carry each impact parameter to the same z^. 

This care was found to be most necessary without TFs and 

at lower energies. 

These refinements affected the shape and relative mag¬ 

nitude of the cross sections for each channel at large angles 

where the dominant contributions are from small p, but they 

had essentially no effect on the magnitude of the total inte¬ 

grated charge exchange cross section into He+(n = 2) + H+. 



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Differential cross sections for charge exchange into 

He+(n = 2) states are shown in Figures 5-10 for projectile 

energies of 3, 8, and 20 keV and the two different elec¬ 

tronic bases described above. The cross sections and angles 

are in the center of mass frame. The salient feature of 

differential cross sections is the oscillation with scatter¬ 

ing angle, and for this system, the oscillation is rapid at 

small angles (0 ^ 1°) and slower at larger angles. Par¬ 

ticles incident at small impact parameters scatter, classi¬ 

cally, to larger angles than those at large impact parame¬ 

ters. In this semiclassical treatment of the collision, if 

we associate scattering angle with impact parameter and look 

at the large and small angle cross sections independently, 

wave optics can give an intuitive understanding of the 

oscillations. The minima in each region of the cross sec¬ 

tion can be matched to the minima in the diffraction pattern 

of a circular aperture. The simple diffraction relation 

d sin 0 = 1.22 mX applied to these minima gives the "aper¬ 

ture" size, i.e., constrains the region important for the 

electron transfer. 

The small angle minima in the total He+(n = 2) differ¬ 

ential cross sections are those that would be produced by 

an aperture with a diameter of roughly 10 to 25 aQ ^ the 

smaller diameters corresponding to higher energies. 

17 
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Plotting the probability of exchange against impact parameter 

(Figure 11) shows essentially all the probability to be con¬ 

tained by p ~ 10 aQ (and weighted toward smaller p at higher 

energies), so that, if the interaction is diffractive, the 

small angle scattering is determined by p £ 10 aQ, which 

would be the maximum radius of the "aperture." The indi¬ 

vidual differential cross sections for the 2pu, 3dcr, and 

2s0 states can be fit into this picture, though couplings 

among them are quantum mechanical and the classical diffrac¬ 

tion model must fail to explain all but the grossest fea¬ 

tures of their scattering through the interaction region and 

beyond. 

Application of the diffraction relation to the large 

angle oscillations gives much smaller aperture diameters, 

on the order of 1 or 2 aQ; since the small impact parameters 

are the important contributors here, a smaller "aperture" 

and its more widely spaced minima are to be expected. When 

the nuclei come so close^ it is hard to define them as scat¬ 

tered particle and scattering "aperture,” and a classical 

picture is less appropriate. Nonetheless, it is not worth¬ 

less. Having identified the entire region of appreciable 

exchange probability with a scatterer responsible for the 

small angle scattering, it is natural to look for a small 

impact parameter peak within that' region and to attribute the 

large angle scattering to a scatterer of that size. This is 

most clearly done for final states which couple rotationally 
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to the initial state because this coupling is dominant at 

small R (Eq. 8) ; 3d<j and 2sg couple radially to 2pa, but 

2pTT couples rotationally and, indeed, has a strong proba¬ 

bility peak near p = 0 (Figure 11). -Identification of the 

width of this peak with an "aperture" radius results in a 

set of minima like those in the differential cross sections. 

The small R rotational coupling of 2prru to 2pau in colli¬ 

sions of protons with H atoms produces the ls-2p^ exci¬ 

tation which is the dominant exchange mechanism at large 

angles and manifests itself as a broad hump in the 2prru 

differential cross section at large 0 which rises just as 

the rapid oscillations in the total differential exchange 

cross section cease (e.g., ref. 23). In collisions of 

alpha particles with H atoms, all the He+ (2p±^) is con¬ 

tributed by 2prr which, also, couples rotationally to H(ls) 

(2pa) at small R. The large angle behavior of the 2prr 

cross section just described is reminiscent of the 2p_^ 

peak in the (H+,H) differential cross section although 

couplings to other states weakens the analogy. 

It is difficult to assess the full effect of the two 

different electronic bases, the one with, the other without, 

plane-wave translation factors. To facilitate comparison 

13 with the previous work of Piacentini and Salin, a small 

basis (2pa, 2pn, 3dcr, and 2sa) was chosen when TFs were 

omitted. Then, when TFs were included, a larger basis (the 

++ 
ten lowest HeH molecular states) was chosen to make the 
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inherently better basis more complete. The ten state TF 

basis allows for couplings to higher states during the 

scattering but cross sections were calculated only for 

2pn, 3dg, and 2sa. The differential- cross sections for ex¬ 

change into the' seven other states are expected to be of 

negligible magnitude because they contribute little to 

the total exchange cross section, but allowing others to 

couple to them could alter the shapes of the 2prr, 3dg, and 

2sg cross sections independent of the presence of trans¬ 

lation factors. The total cross sections have been found 

to be larger with the inclusion of TFs and, naturally, of 

more basis states; the differential cross sections are as 

well. The pattern in the small angle cross sections is 

effectively unchanged when the larger TF basis is used, 

however, at 20 keV, there is a more than slight shift of 

the minima out to larger angles though the pattern itself 

is preserved. The large 0 behavior appears quite sensi¬ 

tive to the basis chosen, and it is hard to be conclusive 

about the relative importance of size and kind of elec¬ 

tronic basis. 

The other theoretical differential cross sections for 

(He++,H) charge exchange also show the expected oscilla- 

13 tions. piacentini and Salin employ a three state basis 

4 4 1- (2pg, 2prr, 3dg) with no translation factors for a He 

incident energy of 6 keV. Because they work in the lab 

frame (0^^ ~ 50^) ' oscillations are matches only 
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for the large angle ones discussed above. The match is 

20 
good though imperfect. Crothers and Todd use a five state 

basis (2pa# 2pn, 3da, 2scr, 3dn) with variationally determined 

translation factors, also for a 6 keV collision. Here the 

agreement is not so good. 

In summary, a simple diffraction model yields a rudi¬ 

mentary understanding of the exchange processes. The actual 

collision and exchange are, of course, much more complex, 

and this is reflected in the differential cross sections 

for exchange into the individual He+(n =2) states which 

are neither independent nor linearly related. The differ¬ 

ences in the structure and magnitude of the differential 

cross section for different choices of basis show a real 

sensitivity to the choice and suggest that measurements 

of the differential charge exchange cross section for 

(He ,H) would prove useful indeed in determining the 

relative validity of theoretical treatments. 
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